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Skolnick: Surprising Atlanta Hawks could motivate the 
sometimes-complacent Miami Heat

Related

By Ethan J. Skolnick

Palm Beach Post Staff Writer 

MIAMI — Chris Bosh is arguably the most honest Heat player on basketball matters, seemingly and refreshingly incapable 
of the artful dodges that have become the common practice of most professional athletes.

So it’s not surprising that he has most openly admitted the difficulty in motivating for a lengthy regular season that presents 
limited reward. Or that Saturday night, when asked about Monday’s matchup with the Atlanta Hawks, he acknowledged that 
their hot start “surprises me,” adding that “they don’t have anybody who jumps off the page at you, but they’ve been playing 
well together.”

Nor it was it surprising that he would so emphatically affirm a reporter’s suggestion that the Hawks’ unexpected success – 
12-5 and just a half-game behind the Heat in the Southeast Division – could benefit Miami, since sleeping giants don’t 
usually stir without a scare.

“In the division and the conference,” Bosh said, nodding. “They say it’s lonely at the top. So you don’t want to be by 
yourselves up there. You have to have somebody that makes you come and work constantly every day.

“Because you can say all the right things, ‘We’re gonna challenge ourselves.’ You have to have competition, too. It just 
makes it a little bit easier to really challenge each other, push each other, because you’re always looking in your rear-view 
mirror. So you’re more on edge.”

Certainly, the three other teams in the Southeast – Charlotte, Orlando and Washington – aren’t capable of presenting any 
sustainable threat at this stage, combining for a 16-39 record entering Sunday’s play, right around where everyone 
expected.

The Hawks, after purging the roster of veterans Joe Johnson and Marvin Williams mostly to create long-term financial 
flexibility, were supposed to settle in slightly ahead of that slovenly pack, maybe a shade above mediocre. So far, though, 
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they are showing signs of addition by subtraction, with wins against contenders Oklahoma City and the L.A. Clippers and, 
most recently in a 9-1 stretch, the Grizzlies on the road.

As Bosh noted, from the experience of the Heat’s narrow win against Atlanta on Nov. 9, “that ball definitely moves a lot 
more, because Joe, he’s a heavy iso(lation) guy, and he’s very talented at what he does, but sometimes you can sit on 
plays and you can get your defense set. With these guys, they are more sporadic, moving the ball, random screen-and-
rolls, and a lot of pindowns.”

A lot of speed, too.

“They have three guards that can really break you down,” Erik Spoelstra said.

Those guards – holdover Jeff Teague, free agent addition Lou Williams and trade acquisition Devin Harris – are among the 
team’s top six in scoring.

And while Teague was the only one to hurt Miami in the first meeting, going 7-for-8 while Williams and Harris were 1-for-9, 
they all have the potential to exploit one of the Heat’s repeated weaknesses so far this season: pick-and-roll defense. 
Breakdowns in that area could lead to open outside looks for Kyle Korver and Anthony Morrow, if not dunks for leading 
scorers Josh Smith and Al Horford.

“We have to do a good job of slowing their point guards down, trying to contain the point of attack and then put a little 
pressure on those other two guys,” LeBron James said, referencing Smith and Horford.

That puts the onus on Mario Chalmers and Norris Cole to split the full 48 minutes at point guard as they did Saturday 
against New Orleans, rather than James being forced to take a turn at that position – and that means Chalmers moving his 
feet well enough to stay out of foul trouble, and Cole staying disciplined enough on offense to keep Spoelstra’s trust.

That also means Dwyane Wade, who missed the first meeting with an illness, being spry and committed enough to chase 
around a smaller guard; Saturday, he looked stronger than he has of late, showing greater defensive engagement and 
playing efficiently on offense.

And if they don’t?

That means they’ll be in second place, in a division they expected to dominate, by the end of the night.
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